Introduction
1. Question and Answer Session (15 minutes)
2. President’s Report (5 minutes)

New Business
1. Honor Code Constitution Amendment: Wells Carson, Dylan Shapiro, Isra Thange, Claire Schmeller (20 minutes)
2. Presentation and Discussion: Dean Dolan, Dean Fowler (25 minutes)

Consent Agenda
- Honor Committee
  - Amar Abou-Hussein ‘25
    - Amar is a first-year student from Queens, New York City. She is on the women’s rugby team, the MTM coordinator of camp Kessam, and the Civic Engagement Co-Chair of the Whitman College Council. Off campus, she volunteers with the Pace Center and at the Penn Princeton Hospital. She believes the Honor Code is an important part of Princeton, and by extension, the Honor Committee is an organization that requires committed and empathetic students. The Selection Committee was impressed with Amar’s analysis of perspective and is excited to submit her nomination for approval.
  - Seth O’Connor ‘24
    - Seth, originally a member of the class of 2024 who took a gap year, is a first-year student from outside of London in the UK. Seth is a recruited athlete on the varsity crew team. He comes from a secondary/high school which took academic integrity extremely seriously and was always taught that the value in any education is its integrity. He is also passionate about representing varsity athletes who are extremely grateful for the opportunity to represent this institution in both athletic competition and in academic fields. The Selection Committee was impressed with Seth’s approach to the Case Study and is excited to submit his nomination for approval.